Manage Your Producers Faster than Ever

Sircon Rapid Transact (SRT) offers a solution to the manual, costly, and time-consuming processes that come with managing the producer and adjuster lifecycle. SRT allows producer management teams to quickly and easily process licensing transactions and ensure their producers are authorized to sell.

Key Features

Appointments
- Quickly get your producers authorized to sell and writing new business

License Renewals
- Proactively manage your producers and adjusters and ensure they are in good standing with regulators

Terminations
- Keep your data up-to-date and reduce expenses from renewing appointments you no longer need to maintain.

Sircon Rapid Transact: Fast, Accurate, Efficient

Fast
- **Bulk transactions**: Process high volume licensing transactions for 1,000+ licensees. Complete bulk appointments or terminations in days instead of weeks

Accurate
- **Accurate licensing**: Eliminate human error from manual licensing transactions using automation
- **Bulk transaction expertise**: Customers receive a dedicated SRT Manager that will provide project updates and results

Efficient
- **Efficient producer management**: Save time, money, and energy spent managing licensing processes manually
- **Data driven insights**: Customers receive a report with both Individual and aggregate results

Contact us or call 800.444.4813